
IN AND OUT

“In and Out,” the new studio game show where 
you win or lose at every turn!

Genre:
Game Show

Duration:
Weekly Prime Time



You may increase or divide your money or you can bankrupt, at any moment!

In and Out begins, the show where the excitement never ends!

The rules are simple. The contestant is given a choice of 14 selections, including 
prizes and a penalty tree. 

LET THE MONEY TREE IN...

The contestant starts the game with 5000 liras in his bank. The 14 bags include 
money prizes,  boosters, dividers and one of them has the bankrupcy hidden 
inside. 

The contestant opens each bag as “In” and “Out”. Each selection of bag he 
chooses is added to his bank.
The bag he chooses to leave out is sent away.

The goal of the contestant is to include the big cash prizes and boosters and 
exclude the dividers and the bankrupcy. 

The game ends as the contestant selects the bankrupcy bag – he will have to 
leave the game without any prize. 

There is no quitting. The contestant wins the prize equivalent to the sum after 
the last bag is opened. 

In and Out... The easiest and most fun game to earn money!
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